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ABSTRACT 
We designed and deployed automatic alt-text (AAT), a 
system that applies computer vision technology to identify 
faces, objects, and themes from photos to generate photo 
alt-text for screen reader users on Facebook. We designed 
our system through iterations of prototyping and in-lab user 
studies. Our lab test participants had a positive reaction to 
our system and an enhanced experience with Facebook 
photos. We also evaluated our system through a two-week 
field study as part of the Facebook iOS app for 9K 
VoiceOver users. We randomly assigned them into control 
and test groups and collected two weeks of activity data and 
their survey feedback. The test group reported that photos 
on Facebook were easier to interpret and more engaging, 
and found Facebook more useful in general. Our system 
demonstrates that artificial intelligence can be used to 
enhance the experience for visually impaired users on social 
networking sites (SNSs), while also revealing the 
challenges with designing automated assistive technology 
in a SNS context. 
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INTRODUCTION 
With more than 2 billion photos uploaded and shared across 
Facebook, Instagram, Messenger, and WhatsApp [29] each 
day, images are becoming a more prominent part of today’s 
Internet experience, especially on SNSs [20, 30]. This 
increase in visual media may increase usability challenges 
for people with low vision or blindness who rely on screen 
readers. A few recent studies investigated the experience of 

visually impaired people with visual content on SNSs, 
highlighting both the desire and challenges for this group to 
engage with photos, and opportunities for web developers 
and designers [20, 30].  

There have been a handful of applications that are designed 
specifically to help people with vision loss take or 
understand photos [1, 2, 8, 11, 12, 27, 34].  While the 
existing applications provide machine or human generated 
information about the images, most of them work on a 
small scale, have non-trivial latency, and cost money or 
social capital. In addition, these applications exist as 
independent services/apps that take ad-hoc queries from the 
user. Thus, these systems are suboptimal for application to 
SNSs, as they require users to constantly make active 
decisions about whether it is worthwhile to investigate a 
photo, which is both time-consuming and cumbersome. In 
this paper, we present the first real-time, large-scale, 
machine-generated image-to-text description system tested 
as part of the browsing experience of a mainstream SNS. 

With automatic alt-text (AAT), screen reader users can 
browse their Facebook News Feed and hear a machine-
generated description of each image they encounter as alt-
text. The alt-text is constructed in the form of “Image may 
contain...”, followed by a list of objects recognized by the 
computer vision system. The major design decisions 
include: the selection of object tags, the structure of 
information, and the integration of machine-generated 
descriptions with the existing Facebook photo experience.  

We iterated our design through 4 rounds of formal in-lab 
usability study sessions and informal QA sessions with our 
visually impaired colleagues. We also evaluated the system 
with 9K screen reader users through a two-week field study, 
during which half of them (test group) had AAT enabled in 
their Facebook iOS app. All 9K users were invited to report 
their experiences via surveys after the study period. The 
majority of our test users were excited about AAT and 
expressed high interest in seeing it deployed more widely 
across Facebook and in other SNSs. Our field study showed 
that blind users of AAT self-reported that photos were 
easier to interpret and that they were more likely to “Like” 
photos on Facebook. We did not, however, observe a 
significant difference between groups in logged data for 
photo engagement actions, like “liking” or “commenting” 
on photos. 
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Figure 1:  Screenshot of Facebook News Feed with AAT.  

The text in the white box is generated by AAT and read to a blind user by VoiceOver. AAT is normally invisible (since only read by 
a screen reader), but shown here visually for clarity.

Our research aims to leverage the power of artificial 
intelligence to enhance visually impaired users’ experiences 
with photos on SNSs. The biggest challenge, as our study 
revealed, is serving users’ desires for more information 
about the images, with a higher-quality and more socially-
aware computer algorithm. For example, blind and visually 
impaired users would like AAT to provide more detailed 
image descriptions, including people’s identities, emotions, 
and appearances. However, we must carefully design and 
evaluate the automated system to avoid social miscues and 
respect the privacy of those being described. 

The major contribution of this work is to demonstrate that a 
large-scale, real-time, automatic alt-text generation system 
is technically feasible, as well as useful to blind users of 
SNSs. As part of the built-in photo infrastructure on 
Facebook, AAT provides free, additional information about 
photos that complements existing image description 
services [1, 8, 27], and makes people feel more included 
and engaged with conversations around photos on 
Facebook. By presenting the design and evaluation process 
of our system in details, we hope this work will shed light 
on future development of innovative accessibility features 
for SNSs and encourage the adoption of artificial 
intelligence into assistive technologies to enhance the 
experience of people with disabilities online and offline.  

RELATED WORK 
There has been a long line of research addressing web 
accessibility issues, mostly focusing on the usability of 
specific websites, products, and platforms [6, 13, 15, 16, 17, 
18, 21, 23, 25]. These works, complemented by Web 
accessibility standards [31] and assistive technologies, have 

enabled more and more visually impaired people to use 
computers, mobile devices, and the Internet. However, the 
proliferation of visual content on the Internet, especially on 
SNSs, has introduced new challenges to visually impaired 
users participating in online conversations [20, 30]. 

While many existing systems caption images either with 
humans [1, 27, 34] or with computer algorithms [8, 9, 22], 
none of them fully satisfied the needs of visually impaired 
users on SNSs. The human-powered systems are 
constrained by scalability, latency, cost, and privacy 
concerns, while the automated systems have limitations on 
accuracy and generalizability on the variety of imagery on 
SNSs [20]. Our work contributes to this area of research by 
adapting a state-of-the-art computer vision system to the 
assistive technology context at scale. Working closely with 
visually impaired users of SNSs in our design process, we 
built an experience that proved to be enjoyable and useful 
to this community, and demonstrated the potential of 
artificial intelligence to assist people with disabilities.  

Human-powered Photo Understanding Tools 
Assistive technology researchers and developers have built 
several systems to help blind people understand photos [1, 8, 
27, 34].  Most of these systems are human-powered, relying 
on friends, volunteers, or crowd workers to describe photos 
or answer visual-related questions submitted by blind users. 
Although these systems can provide high-quality content, 
they are not widely adopted by the blind community due to 
issues such as scalability, latency, cost, and privacy.  

Scale. The number of photos that can be processed by these 
systems is constrained by the number of crowd workers and 
volunteers. For example, [4] reported having each volunteer 



provide, on average, one high-quality answer every two 
days, which obviously does not scale with the rate images 
are being shared online today.  

Latency: Crowdsourced services such as [27] take at least 
30 seconds and up to a few minutes for each image request. 
Friendsourced services have even bigger variance and often 
greater latency. VizWiz, a service that utilizes both crowd 
workers and friends/volunteers, reported the average time 
of 133 seconds for a crowdsourced answer, and 58 minutes 
for a volunteer-provided answer [2]. Even the best case 
latency for such services is too slow for browsing SNSs. 

Cost: Crowdsourced services, such as [27], charge a pay-
per-photo or monthly subscription fee to cover their costs, 
while friendsourced services are free of charge. Research 
has found, however, that blind users often prefer 
crowdsourced services than friendsourced ones because of 
the perceived high social cost of owing favors to friends 
and appearing to be dependent on them [6]. Furthermore, 
the existence of a monetary/social cost imposes a mental 
cost to the user: she has to constantly make active decisions 
about whether or not to have an image described. This cost 
makes the experience more stressful and mentally taxing. 

Privacy: When humans are in the loop, privacy is always a 
concern. Although research has shown examples of 
sensitive personal information inadvertently revealed in 
photos sent to sighted assistants, most of these systems can 
not detect or prevent situations like this from happening [3]. 

Our approach (AAT) complements existing human-
powered services by addressing all of the issues above. 
Built on top of a state-of-the-art computer vision system [24, 
26, 33], we process over 2 billion images each day, 
generate descriptions at the speed of less than a second per 
image, with no human inspection of the images or monetary 
charge to users. More importantly, by using auto-generated 
descriptions for image alt-text, any photo a user encounters 
on Facebook can have the  description read aloud by a 
screen reader automatically in real time, in addition to the 
existing metadata and descriptions generated by other 
services currently available (e.g. [2, 4]). This approach 
introduces the least friction and creates an experience that is 
most similar to sighted users’ social media experience. 

Automated Photo Captioning 
There has been a series of work on automatic photo caption 
generation in the field of computer vision and AI research 
[9, 22]. However, all the existing algorithms for caption 
generation were designed and evaluated for sighted people, 
thus they face several challenges when applied to 
accessibility and assistive technology. 

The direct use of  caption generation for alt-text presents 
challenges, since there are nuanced differences between 
captions and alt-text. A desired caption for a sighted person 
can be very different from alt-text for a blind person. For 
example, a sighted person might not care about whether the 
salient objects are included in the caption (e.g., results 

presented in [9] do not mention salient objects such as 
people and tree), but a blind person would usually prefer 
alt-text that describes all salient objects in the image [20]. 
Even for systems that do try to capture most of the objects 
[8], they usually do not describe the theme of the overall 
image (such as “selfie”, “landscape”), which can be 
important information for blind users as well. 

Another challenge is to understand and mitigate the cost of 
algorithmic failures. While sighted users can easily ignore 
or correct the machine-generated caption, blind users of our 
system can not directly assess the quality of generated 
descriptions. The cost of system failure in our use case is 
much higher than in existing auto-captioning systems – e.g., 
blind users could be misled to make inappropriate 
comments about photos in which humans are mis-identified 
as “gorillas” [10]. The impact of such failure has never 
been studied in an accessibility context.  

To address these issues, we designed our system to show 
only object tags with very high confidence. We conducted 
rounds of lab and field studies to understand the value/risk 
of different object tags and the potential impact to blind 
users’ experiences.  

We want to emphasize that the contribution of this paper is 
not to advance computer vision research for object/theme 
identification, but to present a useful, fast, free alt-text 
generation system for blind people that enhances their 
experience on SNSs. The most similar system to our 
knowledge is alt-text bot [8], which also employed AI 
technology to generate alt-text for web images. Its 
drawbacks are: (1) latency: it takes multiple seconds for alt-
text bot to provide alt-text as it sends requests to the AI 
server on the fly, whereas alt-text in AAT is precomputed 
and available immediately on image focus; (2) availability: 
alt-text bot works only on the desktop web with a specific 
browser extension, whereas AAT is available on all 
mainstream platforms (web, mobile web, Android, iOS) 
without the need to install anything. This work is the first to 
report the design process and measure the performance (i.e., 
recall, accuracy, user feedback) of a system of this nature. 
By doing so, we aim to inspire more formal research on this 
topic and provide benchmarks for future development.  

AUTOMATIC ALT-TEXT (AAT) 
We designed two versions of automatic alt-text for our 
research: (I) a mock version similar to Facebook News 
Feed containing only stories with images, and AAT-
generated descriptions added after each story; (II) an 
embedded experience in Facebook’s News Feed with 
generated descriptions as alt-text for images (see Figure 1). 
Version I was mainly used for development and in-lab user 
studies while version II was used for the field study. 

Each description sentence starts with “image may contain”, 
followed by concept tags. The major design choices were: 

(1) Which concept tags to include; 
(2) How to organize and present the detected concept tags; 



(3) How to integrate the new information with the existing 
Facebook experience. 

We leveraged feedback from in-lab user studies and a field 
study to iterate on our design around these decisions. 
Informally, we also ran numerous quality assurance (QA) 
sessions within our research team to tweak the experience. 
We received a tremendous amount of valuable feedback 
from one of our blind colleagues who has been an 
enthusiastic test user of our system since day one.  

The following subsections will discuss each of our design 
choices in-depth.  

Selection of Tags 
The object-recognition service we used was trained in a 
similar fashion to the models described in the works of [24, 
26, 33]. While the system can be trained to recognize a 
wide range of objects and themes (both referred to as 
“concept” in the rest of this paper), we hand-selected a set 
of 97 concepts based on their prominence and frequency in 
photos, as well as the accuracy of computer vision models. 

Our first selection criteria for these concepts was their 
prominence in Facebook photos. To measure what was 
“most prominent”, we took a random sample of 200K 
public photos on Facebook and had 30 human annotators 
annotate 3 to 10 things in each photo. Since there is 
potentially an infinite number of details in a given photo, 
we intended to capture the most salient objects or visual 
characteristics by limiting the number of tags used for each 
photo annotation. An example annotation could be: “man, 
pink shirt, jeans, chair, curtain”. Each annotator labeled 
between 1K and 15K photos, while each photo had up to 2 
annotators labeling it. After simple tokenization and 
stemming of tags, we sorted all the tags by frequency and 
took the top 200 as concept candidates.  

We then filtered the concept candidates that could have a 
disputed definition or that were hard to define visually. 
Those concepts mainly fell in the following 3 categories:  
(1) Concepts associated with personal identity. For 
example, we decided to leave out gender-related concepts 
such as  woman/man, girl/boy, as gender identification is 
more complex, personal, and culture-depdendent than what 
may appear visually on photos.  
(2) Adjectives, such as red, young, happy. These concepts 
are fuzzy and context-dependent. They also tend to be 
attributes of other concepts rather than of the image. 
(3) Concepts that are challenging for an algorithm to learn. 
For example, the concept landmark (by definition) includes 
any object that can be recognized from a distance and be 
used to establish a location. In practice, landmarks on 
photos vary so much in shape and size that this concept is 
hard to define visually and hard to distinguish from general 
non-landmark buildings, resulting in poor performance by 
computational models.  

In addition, we ran a network clustering algorithm on the 
network of concepts. Each node represented a concept and 
was weighted by the number of images containing that 
specific concept. Edges represented the number of images 
co-occurring between any pair of concepts. The purpose of 
this was to uncover the major categories of tags (i.e., 
people, clothing, animal, nature, food, text/meme) and to 
ensure that our  selected concepts covered them all. 

We ended up with a list of 97 concepts that provided 
different sets of information about the image, including 
people (e.g., people count, smiling, child, baby), objects 
(e.g., car, building, tree, cloud, food), settings (e.g. inside 
restaurant, outdoor, nature), and other image properties 
(e.g., close-up, selfie, drawing). The user studies suggested 
that a relatively high accuracy is required for blind users to 
trust our system and find it useful, so we set the current 
confidence level to be approximately 0.8 for all concepts (a 
few more sensitive concepts have the confidence level as 
high as 0.98), which gave us at least one tag for over 90% 
of photos viewed by visually impaired users on their News 
Feeds. We used a method to identify visually impaired 
users similar to [32]. Our object recognition models were 
evaluated with human-labeled data to ensure the confidence 
score was calibrated and represented model precision. The 
recall is especially high for people count, which is present 
in about half of all photos viewed. However, the algorithm 
would sometimes miss people when their faces were small 
or side-facing. Tags about setting and themes (e.g. indoor, 
night, selfie, close-up) also have very high recall (usually 
above 90%) even with our current precision threshold, as 
they are prominent characteristics of the image that are 
easier for neural networks to detect. The recall rates for 
object tags vary, largely depending on the size of the object 
and their location in the image – the algorithm performs 
better with bigger objects such as sky and mountain, and 
worse with smaller objects such as ice cream and sushi.    

Construction of Sentence 
Alt-text for photos provides a description of the image, and 
is read back to screen reader users when the screen reader 
gains focus on the photo (e.g., “Windmill by the sea”). 
Traditionally, alt-text is provided by web administrators or 
mobile application developers for the images used in their 
websites/applications. Previously, most photos on Facebook 
have the default alt-text “[Name of photo owner]’s photo”. 
With AAT, our goal is to algorithmically generate 
descriptive alt-text for user-generated images on Facebook. 
Our lab studies with the prototype showed that blind users 
preferred to hear the constructed alt-text in a form of a 
complete sentence rather than a mere list of tags, as it 
sounds more natural and friendlier. However, limited by the 
accuracy and consistency of existing natural language 
caption generation systems [9, 22], we decided to forgo the 
free-form sentence approach and construct a generic 
sentence with a formula for better robustness and accuracy. 
The sentence always starts with “Image may contain:”, and 
followed by a list of tags.  Using the word “may” was 



intended to convey uncertainty, since the underlying object 
recognition algorithm can not guarantee 100% accuracy. 
The formulated structure also provided another advantage 
of our system: the sentence can be easily constructed in any 
written language as long as the concept tags are translated1. 
This can be especially meaningful for small languages that 
lack ovolunteers or crowd workers for human-powered 
image description services.   

One of the biggest challenges for our system was 
communicating uncertainty. We experimented with 
different approaches, such as showing the confidence level 
(e.g. 50%, 75%, “low”, “medium”) for each tag. However, 
as some of our test users noted, having an accuracy 
number/level per tag was cumbersome and hard to interpret. 
Consequently, we decided to only show tags that were 
above a relatively high confidence threshold (minimal 0.8) 
for a smoother experience.  

Another design decision we iterated on was how to properly 
organize concept tags. After experimenting with different 
tag ordering methods (e.g., ordering tags by confidence 
level) with in-lab study participants and both our sighted 
and blind colleagues, we ended up ordering tags by 
categories: people first, followed by objects, then finally 
settings/themes. That is, when faces are detected in the 
image, the list of objects will always start with the count of 
people, followed by whether they are smiling or not2. The 
reason we put people first is because almost all participants 
indicated that people are the most interesting part of the 
image, especially their mood and what they were doing 
(action). We do not yet have action tags besides smiling, but 
once the model is trained to detect other actions those tags 
will appear in this first group. Given that people are 
described first, we put tags about the settings/themes after 
tags about physical objects in the photo so that we do not 
jump between things and themes conceptually. Within each 
category, the tags were ordered by the confidence level, as 
it also reflected the prominence of each object/theme. In 

                                                             
1 AAT became available in 20 langauges within months 
after we launched the English version. See all lanugages at 
https://www.facebook.com/help/216219865403298 
2 We describe “people smiling” when we detect smile in at 
least one of the faces. 

this way, the constructed sentence is consistent, engaging 
and easy to understand.  

Build a Seamless Experience 
One advantage to using machine-generated descriptions is 
that a user does not need to take any action to have a photo 
described. While “on demand” requests for information 
about a photo or user supplied alt-text can be useful, 
machine-generated descriptions provide unmatched 
coverage and convenience for photos on large-scale 
services such as Facebook. Also, since this is the first time 
the machine-generated automatic photo descriptions are 
built into a mainstream SNS, we want to make sure that it is 
as lightweight and unobtrusive as possible, so that it 
enhances blind users’ existing Facebook experience without 
a learning curve. 

IN-LAB USABILITY STUDIES 
We ran user studies with 4 participants using version I of 
our system in a lab setting (see Table 1), spanning two 
months. Our major research questions for the in-lab studies 
were: (1) what is the added value of computer-generate 
photo descriptions to blind users of Facebook; (2) what is 
the risk of providing incorrect descriptions and how to 
mitigate such risk. We used the first study session as a 
proof of concept, and used the later 3 sessions to fine-tune 
the user experience and design. We stopped after the 4th 
session for two major reasons: (1) the feedback we received 
started to become repetitive; (2) some research questions 
are hard to answer due to the limitation on space and time 
during in-lab studies. In the end, since we recruited all our 
participants through LightHouse for the Blind and Visually 
Impaired, a San Francisco based organization that provides 
rehabilitation services and technical training for the blind, 
we want to point out that our interview study participants 
may be more tech-savvy than an average screen reader user. 

Interview Protocol 
The participants were interviewed in 90-minute, one-on-one 
sessions, which were transcribed and coded. We asked 
participants how they currently use technology and social 
media, especially their experience with photos on 
Facebook. In particular, they were asked to describe 
situations where encountering images improved or hindered 
their experience on Facebook.  

Next, the participants evaluated 5-8 photos in their mocked 
News Feed. After hearing the photo as presented on 
Facebook, we asked what they thought was in the photo, 

Pseudonym Gender Age Level of Vision Loss Occupation Screen Reader Usage Facebook Usage 

Michael M ~30 
Blind since 2 years 

ago Animator 
VoiceOver on Mac/iOS, 

Jaws on Windows m-site or iOS app 
Daisy F 18 Some vision Student VoiceOver on Mac/iOS iOS app 

Christy F ~35 Blind Dorm Counselor 
VoiceOver on Mac/iOS, 

Jaws on Windows m-site, iOS app 

John M ~40 Blind since 30 
Assistive Technology 

Trainer 
VoiceOver on Mac/iOS, 

Jaws on Windows 
m-site, iOS app, 

desktop web 

Table 1. Lab study participants and their usage of Facebook and screen reader. 



and to rate their confidence on a scale of 1 to 5. 
Subsequently, we let participants hear the generated alt-text 
and asked them again to rate their confidence given the new 
information.  

We tested in two scenarios, one with concept tags with 
confidence level 90%, and then again with a lower 
confidence level threshold (either 50% or 75%). These 
experiment thresholds (90%, 75%, 50%) provided 
qualitatively different levels of recalls (low, medium, high) 
and precisions (high, medium, low, respectively). These 
conditions were counterbalanced between participants so 
that some received the high confidence treatment first and 
others the low confidence treatment. 

Finally, the participants were asked for their comprehension 
(i.e. “how would you describe what you’ve experienced 
today to another friend who uses a screen reader?”) and 
general feedback on AAT.  

In-Lab Usability Findings 
Across the semi-structured interviews, the overall reaction 
to AAT was positive: a frequent response migrated from 
disinterest in photos to intrigue. For example, in the end of 
her interview, Christy said, “I would definitely pay more 
attention because I'd be like ‘oh, interesting.’ Especially if 
you guys made some changes and added some more 
information […] I would definitely look at the photos a little 
more.” Although participants did sometimes run into 
confusion and second-guessed themselves when the 
computer vision algorithm made mistakes, they were still 
interested at the system and willing to accept imperfections. 
This positive experience was rooted in an increased 
awareness of photographic content, increased ability to 
interact with their social network, and a pleasant surprise at 
the technical possibilities. 

Increased interest on photos 
Participants had a perception that their News Feed 
contained 40-60% photos and most participants reported 
they ignored these photos unless they were particularly well 
described in the user supplied description or came with 
additional metadata such as place check-ins or tags of 
people. Daisy for example said, “If I can't tell what it is, I 
usually ignore it”. Similarly John reported, “If I can't glean 
something from either the check in or their caption I'm 
likely just to go by it." They mentioned feelings of isolation 
and frustration. Christy said, “Sometimes people post an 
image and it's really significant to them and everybody's 
commenting on it […] and I have no idea what it is.” 
However, after using the system over the course of the 
interview they reported increased awareness of photos. John 
said, “I probably haven't put this much thoughts into […] 
images on Facebook until today.” 

Low-cost information gain 
The additional information provided by AAT appeared to 
reduce the time and social cost for our participants to 
interact with photos. Currently, the participants used all 

available information to help them better understand a 
photo, including related user comments for context. 
However, this is often prohibitively time-consuming. For 
photos without descriptions or comments, asking sighted 
people for help is not always viable or socially acceptable. 
Michael mentioned that he would only ask his girlfriend to 
describe photos to him. Christy reported, “I've asked my 
friends if they can please describe their images but I’m not 
always - not everybody is going to remember and I'm not 
going to ask all the time because I would feel like a jerk.”  

Before hearing the generated alt-text, participants rated at 
most two photos with high confidence for what the photo 
was about, about 10-20% of the photos they inspected 
during the lab session. This ratio aligns with what is 
observed on Twitter [20].  With AAT, they reported higher 
confidence in some photos, especially the poorly-described 
ones with uninformative or missing captions. However, 
AAT also provides value for photos with good descriptions 
and metadata as it can corroborate this existing information.  

Areas of improvement 
Basing on both explicit feedback from the participants and 
our observations of them interacting with the prototype, the 
major area of improvement for the prototype was 
descriptive detail. Christy said, “I’d rather have additional 
information and take a chance that it would be wrong than 
have no information at all.” All participants wanted more 
tags. Participants specifically wanted more tags related to 
the main actors and key pieces of context such as actions, 
emotions, clothing, and overlaid text. When asked about the 
optimal confidence level for tags, participants were willing 
to forgive the algorithm and take the generated tags with “a 
grain of salt”. John said, “You might be wrong. But I could 
say that I’m willing to live with you being wrong 40 percent 
of the time.” However, a lab setting is not ideal for 
assessing the impact of an errant tag. 

Overall, we found lab studies most useful for concept 
testing and identifying usability issues in the existing 
design. We consistently observed that computer-generated 
alt-text provided valuable context when accuracy was high. 
We also fixed the issues that surfaced. For example, some 
tags provided by the computer are odd-sounding (e.g. “has 
person”) or confusing (e.g. “synthetic” for images with 
added graphics or visible edits); we dropped some of these 
and rephrased others: “has person” was rephrased as “one 
or more people”, and “synthetic” was dropped. We also 
originally presented the algorithm confidence level for each 
tag, but removed these numbers per Michael’s suggestion, 
as “it draws attention to the technology, not the photo”.  

Limitations of in-lab studies 
There were two important questions that remained hard to 
answer in our lab studies, they were: 

(1) How can we balance the amount of information 
provided by the computer algorithm against the risk that 
such information might be wrong or even offensive? 



All participants answered that they would like to have more 
tags, but had trouble anticipating the consequence with 
wrong or potentially offensive tags in the lab setting (a 
distinct possibility as we lower precision of the system to 
increase the recall). Sometimes the tag itself is not offensive 
but the connection between an object and a tag is (e.g. 
labeling a “person” as “horse”). Also, since blind users 
cannot easily verify the accuracy of the tags on the spot, the 
effect may not be immediate or even within Facebook but 
might take place in the future and/or in other settings. As a 
result, we were not able to determine the optimal thresholds 
for concepts through in-lab studies: in most cases, our 
participants were not able to articulate what changed after 
we adjusted the thresholds, or decide on which threshold 
setting they preferred. We thus designed the system with 
easy-to-tune threshold parameters for each tag, with initial 
settings (confidence = 0.8) that achieved both high 
precision and good coverage. In this way, we can bootstrap 
the optimal thresholds and tune the parameters reactively 
based on user feedback.  

(2) How would the new information change the way that 
people with vision loss interact with photos on Facebook?  

Since our interview protocol was designed to emphasize 
blind users’ understanding of the content of photos, 
participants were probed to spend more time going over the 
entire photo story and determine what the image was about. 
This is very different from how they interact with photos on 
Facebook normally, as many participants reported that they 
routinely skipped photos in their News Feed. As a result, it 
is difficult for us to assess how blind users’ interactions 
with photos would change in a natural setting: would they 
spend more time on photos? Would they like or comment 
on photos more often, given the extra information from 
AAT? To answer these questions, we designed and 
conducted a large-scale field study with 9K visually 
impaired Facebook users. We will describe the field study 
and its results in detail in the next section.  

FIELD STUDY 
To better understand the effectiveness of AAT beyond lab 
interview sessions, we also designed a two-week field study 
in which we piloted this feature for thousands of visually 
impaired Facebook users. The goals of our field study were: 

(1) Evaluate the user experience of automatic alt-text in a 
more naturalistic setting; 

(2) Assess the effect on photo interactions over a longer 
time period and in a larger scale. 

Study design 
We took a sample of 9K visually impaired users using a 
similar method as in [31] but with further restrictions:  

§ Used Facebook iOS App with VoiceOver at least once a 
week for 4 consecutive weeks prior to the study; 

§ Have viewed at least 10 photos through Facebook iOS 
App in the 4 weeks period prior to the study; 

§ Have their Facebook account language setting set to 
English (either US, UK or India English); 

§ Currently living in US, UK, Canada, Australia, or New 
Zealand according to their Facebook profiles; 

§ Had their Facebook iOS App updated in the past 3 
months prior to the study. 

These criteria were not meant to exclude users from 
different regions or backgrounds. They were intended to 
provide some control for various dimensions of our sample, 
such as Facebook activity, language comprehension, and 
tech-savvy level, thus help us to reduce the possible 
variance introduced by these dimension and achieve more 
statistically meaningful results.  

Once sample was identified, we then randomly divided the 
sampled users into two groups (control and test), and 
enabled AAT for the test group for two weeks. During these 
two weeks, users in the test group would hear the machine-
generated photo description when encountering posts 
containing images(s) in the Facebook iOS App (e.g., photo 
uploaded by friends, status update with a photo attached, 
friend’s profile picture change); whereas the users in the 
control group experienced no alt text changes (i.e., getting 
the default alt-text “someone’s photo”). To ensure a fair 
comparison between the control and the test groups, users 
were not notified for the study during the study period or 
informed of which condition they were assigned. 

After the two-week blind test period, we emailed users from 
both groups with an identical solicitation to complete an 
online survey 3  to provide feedback on their experience 
viewing and interacting with photos on Facebook. We 
informed all users that their responses to the survey would 
be anonymized and potentially published for academic 
research. We incentivized the completion of the survey by a 
raffle of ten $100 online retail gift cards.  

We designed the survey to understand both the general 
experience of photos on Facebook and specifics about 
AAT. The survey can be broken down into 4 parts: 

First, it started with simple screening questions about the 
participants’ vision and assistive technology use.  

Second, for those who answered that they were blind or 
visually impaired and used a screen reader, we asked about 
their current experience on Facebook regarding photos, 
including: how easy is it to interact with photos on 
Facebook; how useful is Facebook overall; as well as an 
open-ended question inviting them to input free text about 
their photo experience on Facebook. Those questions allow 
us to control on the general sentiment towards Facebook in 

                                                             

3 We ensured that the survey is fully accessible with major 
screen reader software on most mainstream browsers and 
platforms. Both the email and the survey were in English. 
 



the survey analysis, and benchmark the impact of future 
accessibility features on Facebook.  

Third, for those who said that they were blind, we asked 
them to recall the last photos they encountered on Facebook 
and answer additional questions about their interactions 
with those photos, including: how easy or hard it is to tell 
what the photos are about; whether they have “liked” any of 
those photos; whether they commented on any of those 
photos; and whether they noticed their screen reader read 
back information starting with “Image may contain…”. 

Fourth, for those who indicated that they had noticed the 
new information associated with photos, we asked them to 
pick word(s) to describe how they felt after hearing the new 
information, and to answer an open-ended question about 
what they liked or disliked about the photo experience with 
the new information.  

In addition to the self-reported survey data, we also 
extracted behavioral logs of photo interactions for sample 
users and compared the test and the control groups (all data 
was anonymized and de-identified). 

Field Study Findings 
In the survey feedback, we saw statistically significant 
differences in both sentiment and engagement with photos 
across the control and test groups. These differences were 
not born out in behavioral log data, however.  

It is worth noting that although both groups actively 
responded to the survey, the response rate for the test 
groups was significantly higher than the control group. We 
received 250 and 298 completed responses from the control 
and test group, respectively4. The response rates were 5.9% 
for control and 7.26% for test, with two-sided z-test 
rejecting the null hypothesis at a 98% confidence level. 

The answers to the screening questions confirmed that most 
of the users in our sample were indeed visually impaired, 
with only 7 out of all 556 survey respondents who self-
reported as fully sighted but still used a screen reader for 
various reasons such as “it is a lot less tiring for my eyes”.   

AAT enhanced people’s overall experience with Facebook: 
the test users indicated that Facebook was more useful to 
them in general versus the control group.  

In terms of photo experiences, the test group reported 
photos were easier to interpret and that they were more 
likely to “like” them. 

Within the test group, people responded with 
overwhelmingly positive sentiment about their experience 

                                                             
4 Note that we asked the survey respondents to leave their 
names and email addresses upon completing the survey to 
enter the raffle, but 8 people filled neither of these two 
fields therefore we could not identify their group 
assignment. We dropped their responses from our analysis. 

with AAT. Over 90% of the write-in feedback from the test 
group acknowledged that AAT is “useful”, “a step in the 
right direction”, and makes Facebook “more inclusive”. 
Users in the test group were also very enthusiastic about 
providing feedback and suggestions to further improve the 
feature – about 64% of them provided write-in feedback on 
what they liked and/or did not like about AAT. While most 
of the suggestions were for more detailed descriptions, the 
test users also raised questions about the accuracy of the 
algorithm and potential privacy issues.   

General Facebook Experience 
The test group found Facebook to be more useful overall. In 
Figure 2, we see that the distribution of answers from the 
test group is shifted to the right, with more people in the 
test group reporting Facebook to be more useful to them. 
More specifically, over 76% of test users found Facebook 
“very” or “extremely” useful, whereas only 63% of the 
control group felt the same. And the difference in ratio 
between control and test group is statistically significant 
(z=3.6, p-value < 0.0005). 

The write-in answers to the open-ended question about 
current experiences with photos on Facebook also 
confirmed this appreciation of the system and its added 
value to visually impaired SNS users. For example, one test 
user wrote, “The effort, from Facebook, to make photos 
better for vision impaired people, is greatly appreciated.” 
Another user experienced the difficulty of having friends 
provide descriptions to their photos in a consistent manner 
and mentioned the benefits of having automatic 
descriptions, “I am glad to see the effort Facebook is 
applying. I was surprised when I first noticed that 
Facebook was providing alt tag-like information about 
pictures. I have been working for some time with my 
Facebook friends to get them to give a little description 
about their photos for my benefit. Sometimes it works, 
sometimes it is not.” 

 

 
Figure 2. Distribution of survey responses on how useful 

Facebook is overall 
 



The responses from the control group on the same question 
expressed their frustration when photos are not described 
(consistent with findings from [30]), but also mentioned 
several existing features that already made it easy for 
people with visual impairments to interact with photos. One 
participant in the control group mentioned, “(I enjoy the) 
ease on uploading, tagging and sharing. Tagging feature 
especially useful for VI people who cannot identify 
themselves or others in photographs.” 
Engagement with Photos 
As described before, survey participants who self-reported 
as blind in the screening question were also asked to recall 
and report their recent engagement with photos on 
Facebook. This was intended to control for visual 
impairment conditions and reduce variance, as the way 
people interact with photos can vary drastically depending 
on the types of visual impairment they have. There were 
around 75% of users in both groups who identified 
themselves as blind and users of screen readers. We further 
filtered out users in the test group who answered “No” or “I 
don’t remember” to the question “whether you have noticed 
the new information about photos starting with ‘Image may 
contain…’”, as well as users in the control group who 
answered “Yes” to this question (possibly due to sharing 
devices) to ensure that the effect of AAT is present for the 
test group but not for the control group in our comparisons. 
As a result, we have 172 users in the control group and 203 
in the test group (roughly 68% for both groups). All the 
results in this subsection were based on responses from 
these 375 users. 

The blind users in the test group found it easier to 
understand the content of photos. They also self-reported as 
much more likely to “like” photos, and slightly more likely 
to “comment” on photos. However, we did not observe this 
reported increase in photo likes or comments by the test 
group as compared to the control group in the logged data. 

Figure 3 shows the comparison between the two groups on 
how hard it is to interpret photos. Comparing to the test 
group, users in the control group found it much harder to 
interpret photos they encountered on Facebook: we see that 
over 75% of users in the control group found it extremely 
hard to understand what is in the photos, while less than 
40% of the test group are in this category. Moreover, nearly 
a third (27%) of test group reported that it was easy or 
somewhat easy to tell what the photos were, whereas almost 
none of the control group users felt this way.  

Knowing that the test group had an easier time 
understanding the content of photos, it is not surprising that 
they also reported a significantly higher likelihood of 
“liking” photos (see Figure 4). However, we do not see a 
statistically significant difference in the self-reported 
likelihood of commenting on photos (see Figure 5), 
possibly due to the rarity of commenting events and the 
effort involved with commenting. 

 
Figure 3 Distribution of survey responses on the level of 

difficulty to understand the content of photos on Facebook 

 
Figure 4 Self-reported data on the occurrence of photo “like” 

on Facebook. Error bars show binomial distribution on 
probability with 95% confidence interval. 

 

 
Figure 5 Self-reported data on the occurrence of commenting 

photos on Facebook. Error bars show binomial distribution on 
probability with 95% confidence interval. 

 



To complement the self-reported photo interaction data, we 
also looked at the logged photo-related activities for all 
field study users. We anonymized the logged activity data 
and only analyzed in aggregation at the group level. 
Contrary to the self-reported data, we did not see a 
significant difference in the number of photos liked by 
users from the test group as compared to the control group. 
Similar null results were also found for the number of 
photos viewed, commented, and shared during the two-
week study period. The discrepancy in the self-reported 
data and the logged data is interesting, and potentially due 
to several reasons: (1) there is a limitation on both the 
number of Facebook updates with photos and the amount of 
time a person spends on Facebook each day; those limits 
may largely determine the number of photos views for users 
in both groups; (2) our user sample is too small to observe 
the actual effect: a power analysis shows that our 
intervention (i.e., introduction of AAT on the test group) 
needs to increase test users’ likelihood of liking a photo by 
more than twofold to generate statistically significant 
results given our sample size; (3) the amount of additional 
information provided by AAT is not sufficient to 
significantly influence a user’s decision on whether to like 
or comment on a photo, as many other social factors are 
involved when making these decisions [30].  

Self-reported Experience and Feedback for AAT 
We provided 9 candidate feeling words (3 positive, 5 
negative, 1 neutral) that were randomly ordered for each 
survey respondent and asked them to pick one or more 
words that described their feelings after experiencing AAT. 
The majority of the test users chose words that were 
positive, such as “happy”, “impressed”, and “surprised” 
(see Table 2). Survey participants could also submit words 
that are not in the provided list, and the top submitted word 
was “hopeful” (6 people), followed by “curious” (3) and 
“disappointed” (3). 

 
Word % in test group 

happy 29.4 
surprised 26.3 
impressed 24.5 
confused 6.9 
other 4.9 
annoyed 4.3 
anxious 2.2 
sad 1.4 
afraid 0.2 

Table 2. Distribution of chosen words for “How did you feel 
after hearing this alt-text (check all that apply)?” 

 

We also had 3 independent raters code the write-in 
feedback about AAT from the test users into 3 themes: 
useful, not useful, and improvements. We understand that 
the write-in feedback may be biased since this user 
community might provide more positive subjective 
feedback about the products/features to show appreciation 
for accessibility efforts [28]. This feedback is nevertheless 
valuable as it provided deeper insights on what people liked 
about this feature and how they wanted it to improve.  

Useful: over 90% of the write-in feedback confirmed that 
AAT is useful. The major reasons were: 

(1) better understanding of images: “I like how it describes 
what is in the picture and how many people and what the 
people are doing if they are smiling etc.” 

(2) make people feel included: “For the first time, I feel like 
I can enjoy FB like my sighted friends.... Like I am really 
part of the community.” 
(3) show SNSs’ efforts on improving accessibility: “I really 
appreciate that Facebook is making an effort to make 
photos more accessible to those using screen readers”.  

Not useful: a few people also expressed their 
disappointment in this feature, citing a lack of 
descriptiveness and uncertainty on how much they can trust 
the algorithm. For example, one user wrote, “The 
descriptions are incredibly vague, and don't really give any 
information. I still have to ask friends what the photo 
actually is”. And another user asked for “[…] more 
accuracy. I saw one photo that only stated it was indoors 
when in fact the person that added a description said it was 
some guide dogs out on the front porch of a restaurant. I do 
appreciate that FB is trying to work out this type of thing; I 
just hope it gets a little more reliable.” 
Improvement: acknowledging that this feature is only in its 
infancy, almost all users offered suggestions on how AAT 
can be improved in their write-in feedback. These 
suggestions concentrated on the following two categories 
(number after each category indicates the percentage of 
users requested for this improvement): 

(1)  extract and recognize text from the images (29%); 

(2) provide more details about people, including their 
identity, age, gender, clothing, action, and emotional state 
(26%). 

Other requests covered a wide variety, such as expanding 
the vocabulary of the algorithm, increasing the recall for 
existing tags, and making AAT available in more languages 
and platforms. 

DISCUSSION 
Our findings showed that blind users on a social networking 
site would benefit from a large-scale, real-time system that 
automatically generates image alt-text using machine 
learning. As one of the first such systems embedded in a 
mainstream social networking site, this feature proved to be 



of value to blind users and received very positive feedback, 
while also surfacing several design challenges. 

The first challenge for AAT is the trade-off between 
descriptive quality and algorithmic accuracy. As one of the 
lab study participants (John) suggested, one possible 
solution to this dilemma is to outsource the decision power 
to the user. For example, users could set a parameter that 
decides whether they want to see more tags with lower 
accuracy or fewer tags with higher accuracy. This is 
particularly nuanced, since blind users often cannot judge 
the accuracy of machine-generated descriptions, thus might 
not be able to adjust the setting for the desired experience 
robustly. Also, while lab study participants expressed their 
willingness to see more, but less accurate tags, feedback 
from our field study suggested that our users would not 
trust our system when the accuracy is poor. We also 
explored the possibility of first presenting the candidate 
photo description to the photo owner. However, since not 
all uploaded photos are viewed, there could be a significant 
amount of work wasted on photos that are not consumed by 
blind users. The photo owner also needs to understand the 
difference between alt-text for blind users versus captions 
for sighted people, which may again create a feeling of 
social debt for blind users. Ultimately, we would face many 
of the scale/latency issues in human-powered systems if all 
auto-generated photo descriptions needed to be verified by 
photo owners or subjects.  

The decision to design an AI system that acts on behalf of 
the photo owner to describe to blind people what the image 
is about leads to our discussion about agency. While 
algorithm-curated user-generated-content (UGC) on today’s 
web is increasing (e.g. trending topics on Twitter and 
Facebook, relevant articles recommended by Medium), the 
application of machine intelligence to descriptive tasks is 
perhaps more sensitive and bolder. This issue is 
exacerbated by the fact that our users consistently asked for 
richer and more intelligent descriptions that cover “all 
important elements” (survey respondent). As the boundary 
between computer-generated descriptions and user-
provided descriptions becomes harder to distinguish, we 
need to better understand the perspectives of photo owners 
and the implication on creative ownership. 

Another design challenge is to set the boundary of 
algorithms. Universally, participants desired richer 
descriptions for photos. Expanding the concept space will 
require careful design considerations. For instance, visually 
impaired users were eager to know about people in photos, 
such as their identity, emotions and appearance. However, 
as identity, emotion, and appearance are personal, social, 
and fluid, it is extremely difficult to train computer 
algorithms to interpret these concepts in context. 
Meanwhile, knowing that to provide more accurate 
description on these dimensions, we need to train the 
algorithm with more detailed personal data, should we 
proceed? For example, while facial recognition turned out 

to be one of the most requested features from our 
participants and current technology is viable, we chose to 
wait before implementing this feature in our current system, 
as there are privacy implications that will need to be 
assessed and accounted for before we incorporating face 
recognition in AAT in a responsible way. We understand 
how much our blind users would appreciate this feature, 
since sighted people could recognize friends and public 
figures in photos even when their identities are not tagged 
or labeled. We are looking forward to conducting and 
seeing more research on this issue. 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
We built a system that uses computer vision technology to 
identify basic objects and themes in photos on Facebook, 
and constructs alt-text using the identified concepts. We 
evaluated our system in lab sessions with 4 visually 
impaired participants, and in a 2-week field study with 9K 
screen reader users. Our user studies provided strong 
evidence that our system will be useful to the vision loss 
community, and will make their experience with photos on 
social networking sites more enjoyable. We also explored 
two key dimensions of such a system: the trade-off between 
algorithmic accuracy and descriptive power, and the 
potential impact on people’s interactions with photos and 
friends. While we tried to assess longer-term effects of our 
system on on interaction with photos on Facebook, we 
could only see the effect on photo engagement via self-
reported survey responses but not in behavorial logs.  

For future work, we are investigating constructing captions 
that not only list objects and themes but also reveal the 
relationship among them (e.g., “A person and a dog next to 
a table in a café”). We are also training and evaluating more 
concepts to expand our image description vocabulary, 
especially concepts related to people such as their actions. 
With the necessary privacy measures in place, we also plan 
to provide an open API for our computer vision system to 
share its value and invite human input to improve our 
algorithm. 
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